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THE GALAXY NURSERIES PROJECT

The Galaxy Nurseries1 project was designed to enable crowdsourced analysis of slitless spectroscopic data by volun-

teers using the Zooniverse2 online interface. The dataset was obtained by the WFC3 Infrared Spectroscopic Parallel

(WISP) Survey collaboration (Atek et al. 2010) and comprises NIR grism (G102 and G141) and direct imaging of 432

fields. The scientific goals of WISP Survey require reliable identification of emission lines (e.g. Masters et al. 2014;

Atek et al. 2014). Spectral contamination by overlapping signals from multiple sources or diffraction orders as well

as residual artifacts of the data reduction can significantly complicate the automatic detection and identification of

emission lines. Visual verification of automatically detected features has proved essential to obtain a pure sample of

emission lines.

In Galaxy Nurseries verification of putative emission lines was delegated to citizen-scientist volunteers. Data were

presented as “subject images” using the fixed format illustrated in the top panels of Figure 1. For each target,

volunteers were provided with the two-dimensional spectrum (B), the corresponding one-dimensional extraction (A)

and its direct image (C). Volunteers were instructed to evaluate only the feature identified by the green crosshairs

and to decide whether it was a genuine emission line or more likely an artifact, providing a Boolean Valued (i.e.

“Real” or “Spurious”) label. Following its launch, Galaxy Nurseries was completed in only 40 days, gathering 414,360

classifications from 3003 volunteers for 27,333 putative emission lines. At least 15 classifications were obtained for each

subject image. For reference, it took approximately 4.5 months for the full sample of lines to be visually inspected by

two members of the WISP Survey Science Team (WSST).
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RESULTS

Volunteer responses for each subject were aggregated to compute fReal, the fraction of volunteers who classified

the corresponding emission line as “Real”. To evaluate the accuracy of volunteer classifications, their aggregated

responses were compared with independent assessments provided by members of the WSST3. The distribution of fReal

for all subjects is shown in the bottom-left panel of Figure 1 and is subdivided to identify emission lines that were

verified (blue) and vetoed (orange) by the WSST. The relative small number of lines that were validated by the WSST

underlines the need for visual inspection of the full sample. Overall, there is a broad agreement between the WSST

and volunteers classifications. The distribution of fReal peaks at 0.85 for the sample of verified lines, indicating that

the majority of volunteers agree on the reality of these lines. Similarly, the distribution of fReal peaks at 0.1 for the

sample of vetoed lines. It is clear, however, that the agreement is not perfect: there is a large number of lines which

were vetoed by the WSST and would be classified as real by most of the volunteers (about one third of the objects

with fReal > 0.7 have been vetoed by the WSST). The opposite is not true: only a minority of lines with low fReal

were in fact real according to the WSST. This result suggests that, with a minimal level of training, volunteers are

successful in securely identifying artifacts in the data.

The result is reinforced by a more quantitative analysis that accounts also for the emission line signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N). The remaining middle panels of Figure 1 illustrate how the purity (PS = TP/(TP + FP ))4 and completeness

(CS = TP/(TP+TN)) change as a function of fReal,threshold and S/N . These results show that the degree of categorical

separation provided by volunteer classifications may be adequate in certain situations. If purity is paramount, then

for S/N & 5, choosing fReal,threshold ∼ 0.7 yields a sample purity PS & 0.8. The corresponding sample completeness

is CS ∼ 0.6. Conversely, a more complete (CS ∼ 0.9) albeit impure (PS ∼ 0.6) sample is feasible for S/N & 10 if

fReal,threshold ∼ 0.5.

The results of Galaxy Nurseries demonstrate the feasibility of identifying genuine emission lines in slitless spectra

by citizen scientists. We recognise that robust scientific analyses typically require samples with higher purity and

completeness than raw volunteer classifications provide. Nonetheless, choosing optimal values for fReal,threshold allows

a large fraction of spurious lines to be vetoed, substantially reducing the timescale for subsequent professional analysis

of the remaining potential lines.
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Figure 1. Top: Typical fixed-format subject image used by volunteers to classify putative emission lines as real or spurious.
Lower left: The distribution of fReal,threshold for the full sample (black, dashed), the sub-sample of WSST-verified lines (blue)
and the sub-sample of WSST-vetoed lines (orange). Sample purity (PS = TP/(TP + FP ), lower centre) and completeness
(CS = TP/(TP + TN), lower right) realised using volunteer classifications as a function of threshold subject vote fraction
fReal,threshold and line signal-to-noise ratio.


